
#

58

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6006 227 4.55 1.58 30 1/4 9 1/4 36 7.14 4.2 121 24

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB

DOB (Age)

8-3-94 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Muria, Aldo

TEAM

Tampa Bay Buccaneers15-4th-TB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

LSU (LAST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Alexander, Kwon

2017: at NO 11/05, at ATL 11/26, at GB 12/03, vs DET 12/10, at CAR 12/24

19

Winning %

49%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2015: 74% Defensive snaps played, 2nd in team for PD (9), 2nd in team for Total Tackles 

(93). 2016: 96% Offensive snaps played, Lead NFL for Solo tackles (108), 3rd in NFL for 

Total Tackles (145), lead team for Assisted Tackles (37), 2nd in team for TFL (12). 2017: 

Pro Bowl Selection, with only 12 games played he led team for INT (3), lead team for Assist 

Tackles (27), 2nd in team for Total (97) and Solo (70) Tackles. 

2nd year under DC Mike Smith and LB coach Mark Duffner who uses a 4-3/4-2-5 base front relying on Cover 4

and Cover 3 with Pattern-matching rules, where he plays the middle LB role both in run and pass plays. Solid

height and weight with adequate hand and arm length, thick frame with big muscles developed and adequate

muscular definition. Very good overall AA, very good acceleration, explosiveness and burst, good foot speed,

good COD, solid lateral agility, balance and body control. Solid Vs Inside Runs, keys and diagnoses the play

quickly and goes downhill with good acceleration filling his gap responsibility. Can take very good FB on lead

plays, winning at the POA with good pad level and aggressiveness, clogging the gap and creating a pile. With

solid timing and good pad-level he shows good functional strength at the POA to stop good OL and control good

FB. Solid Vs Outside Runs, keys and diagnoses quickly, getting to his gap responsibility first and then leveraging

his explosiveness and acceleration to move from sideline to sideline with very good range, good angles and burst

to meet the RB behind the LOS. Uses his good COD and lateral agility to avoid good OL blocks. Very good in Zone

awareness, showing very good discipline to watch the QB and the WR/TE/RB while dropping back with very

good AA to backpedal and gain depth, processing the pass concepts in front of him and communicating with his

teammates after the snap. He always hits the receiver that goes through his Zone to re-route him and once the

receiver makes his cut, he undercuts the route on time to put himself between the ball and the hands of his

opponent. Very good against the screen plays, anticipating the play with good mental processing reading his

keys properly and using his VG acceleration to get to the runner before the blocks can develop. Solid in Man

coverage, capable of covering the Flat, Curl and Hook zones vs good TE and solid RB due to his good

explosiveness and acceleration. He can take the seam route away vs solid TE. Converts speed to power

delivering big hits with his shoulders taking down solid RB and big WR. As a blitzer disguise it very well,

showing good timing and acceleration to attack his gap. Very good competitive toughness, he never stops

running, playing at his best throughout the four quarters. Reacting well vs adversity by having short-term

memory. Willingness to keep fighting against OL after being beat and controlled, playing with the same amount

of violence on the next plays. Shows marginal ability to disengage from blocks in both outside and inside runs,

he attacks the opponents by lowering his head and shoulder trying to use power with marginal UOH to create

separation and shed the blocks, getting absorbed by blockers (OL/TE) with solid technique. Because of that he

will try to go around the blocks, losing time and space. Vs Outside runs he is overaggressive, losing his outside

shoulder responsibility, trying to go through the inside shoulder, taking poor angles against solid RB with solid

burst and speed. When he is moving laterally, he tends to move to alley pursuit a bit early, so he can’t keep a

good base to deal with contact. Inconsistent timing to engage the blockers so he gets pushed backwards due to

bad body position. His play strength is limited due to his lack of body discipline to maintain a wide base and low

hat with consistency. Due to his aggressiveness he is vulnerable to deception plays like counter runs and trap

blocks. Will leave his gap responsibility early to make a big play, leaving the cutback lane open. Adequate in Man

Coverage vs deep routes due to his adequate stamina on long runs, he will struggle vs RB with good COD to

mirror both in and out breaking routes. Adequate tackler, his overagressiveness causes him to take poor angles

and to lose body control and the ability to gather himself and reset his feet, so if a RB with good COD makes a cut

he misses. Adequate arm strength and wrap-up technique to finish the tackles effectively. Adequate blitzer due

to his inability to go through blocks and finish, let’s the OL get his inside first so he gets under control showing a

lack of pass rush plan and UOH. Overall, he is a solid starter who will play at his best when he can leverage his

mental processing, speed and aggressiveness in the open field. He will excel in the passing game in zone and be

solid in man coverage. Will struggle to disengage blocks and against deep routes. He is better suited as an ILB in

both 4-3 & 3-4 fronts with a system that works to keep him clean from the offensive linemen.  

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

40

Games Started

40

Games Won

UOH, Block Shedding, Over-aggressiveness, Poor angles due to lack of discipline, Wrap-up 

tackle, Blitz

PROJECTION Solid starter who will play at his best when he can leverage his mental processing, speed 

and aggressiveness in the open field. He will excel in the passing game in zone and be solid 

in man coverage. Will struggle to disengage blocks and against deep routes. He is better 

suited as an ILB in both 4-3 & 3-4 fronts with a system that works to keep him clean from 

the offensive linemen.  

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Acceleration, Explosiveness, Play Speed, Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness, Zone 

Awareness, Man Coverage vs short and intermediate routes, Range, Short-term memory.

WORST

MLB

Better suited as an ILB in both 4-3 & 3-4 fronts with a system that works to keep him clean 

from the offensive linemen.  

2015: No injuries. 2016: No injuries. 2017: Week 2 Illness (Questionable-played), Week 3-

6 Left Hamstring (Out), Week 7 Left Hamstring (Questionable-played)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


